
 

  

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Dream Report - Finalist for Engineers’ Choice Award 

 

October 9, 2017 – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in reporting and corporate dashboards for 

the automation industry, announced that Dream Report has been selected as a Finalist in the 2019 Control 

Engineering Magazine “Engineers’ Choice Awards” program.  

Dream Report has been chosen as a Finalist in the Software – Asset Management - Reporting category 

and will be mentioned in the November issue, online, and in Control Engineering e-newsletters - where they 

will encourage qualified subscribers to go online and vote.  Dream Report already has a history of both 

Honorable Mentions and has Won this Award in 2018.  Ocean Data Systems encourages all partners and 

customers to visit the Products for Engineers website and please endorse Dream Report by selecting the 

Product Voting Menu.   

“We believe this to be one of the most prestigious awards in our industry,” explained Roy Kok, VP Sales and 

Marketing for Ocean Data Systems.  “We are very proud to have won this category in 2018 and with continuing 

enhancements and our additional partnerships, we’re optimistic for 2019.  But we still need every vote and in 

this niche market, YOUR vote does count.” 

About Ocean Data Systems 

Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and 

performance; reports, dashboards and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is 

the leading “purpose built” solution for industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream Report delivers both 

local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data sources through either 

proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process, hybrid and discrete; with 

special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water, Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building 

Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing Operations. www.DreamReport.net 
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